Abstract-Most recommender systems (RSs), especially group RSs, focus on methods and accuracy but lack explanations, hence users find them difficult to trust. We present a hierarchy visualization method for group recommender (HVGR) systems to provide visual presentation and intuitive explanation. We first use a hierarchy graph to organize all the entities using nodes (e.g., neighbor nodes and recommendation nodes) and illustrate the overall recommender process using edges. Second, a pie chart is attached to every entity node in which each slice represents a single member, which makes it easy to track the influence of each member on a specific entity. HVGR can be extended to adapt different pseudouser modeling methods by resizing group member nodes and pseudouser nodes. It can also be easily extended to individual RSs through the use of a single member group. An implementation has been developed and feasibility is tested using a real data set.
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I. INTRODUCTION
I
N RECENT years, users have attempted to obtain a variety of personalized services from online providers [1] - [3] . However, rapid and massive information growth has made focusing on specific interests very difficult. Recommender systems (RSs) address this problem by providing personalized information and services for users, based on individual preferences.
Group RSs (GRSs) are proposed as a new form of RSs as online services targeting on groups of users are widely needed. Unfortunately, although many group recommender methods have been studied and used in practical applications, due to most GRSs [4] - [7] only focus on the recommendation list, but provide no reasoning for why the entries have been selected, users have trouble interpreting and/or trusting the systems.
Black box, which means only the final results (recommendations) are accessible, is a natural limitation of RSs for most recommendation methods put a priority on theoretical accuracy. It becomes more challenging and difficult to be addressed for GRSs, because: 1) the further complex recommender process (such as aggregating members' preferences) is more difficult to explain; 2) the vast information raised by multiple active users (group members) is hard to present; and 3) the relationships between group members are various such as a member may wonder the relationships between herself and other members.
Incorporating visualization into RSs [8] is beginning to be studied, and provides a summarized review [9] of some of these methods. These methods make the systems far easier to understand, and provides an effective means of allowing users to interact with systems, such as Knijnenburg et al. [10] used visually presents data and its relationships. Not surprisingly, visualization techniques have been used by many researchers to help users understand RSs in an efficient and inherently human way, and many combine a number of different graph layouts for more convincing systems, such as [11] - [13] in music, travel, and academic domains.
Despite these efforts, providing a visual explanation for GRSs is still challenging. First, most methods are proposed for individual RSs and are not appropriate for GRSs. In individual RSs, link-node layout graphs are widely used because they give the intuitive inheritance information presentation for procedures deriving recommendation from observed historical data. However, unlike having a single root node, i.e., the active user, in graphs for individual RSs, in GRSs, some recommendations linking member A may share no common nodes with member B. This means that some graphs for GRSs could be discrete and unorganized; therefore, a new layout is needed to handle all the possibilities. Second, a member may not only wonder about the recommendation information but also about the relationship information between herself and other members. In [14] , for example, the distances between group consensus and individual member recommendations are mapped to a 2-D plane using SOM clustering, ensuring that a member can easily compare their preference with that of other members. However, most of these visualizations focus on the specific entity (recommendation in [14] ) and lack information explaining the overall process.
In this paper, a novel hierarchy visualization method for group recommender (HVGR) is introduced to address these problems. First, it is the first attempt, to the best of our knowledge, to visualize the GRSs. A hierarchy graph-based model is developed to explain the group recommender process. This method presents the key information, including the detailed information, pseudouser' ratings neighbor similarities, and gives consideration to the possible discrete paths related to different members. The concise system structure gives a higher level of abstraction of the recommender procedures, which makes it easy to extend HVGR to other group recommender methods. For example, adapting the width of edges between member nodes (MNs) and pseudouser nodes allow our method to illustrate most group profile modeling methods. The method also allows members to gain an immediate understanding of their relative relationships from different aspects of the process (i.e., pseudouser profile, neighbors, and recommendations) by illustrating personal influence data using pie charts. Pie charts are attached to every entity node and each slice represents a specific member, thus members easily know whether they are directly connected to the node and can track their individual influence compared to other members along every related path. Moreover, members can gain insight with which they can gauge the quality of recommendations.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.
1) A HVGR is proposed. HVGR aims to provide more information and explanation than simple recommendations by presenting visual information for the group recommender process in an organized way by using multilevel nodes and edges. Experimental results show that this method is feasible on real data sets. 2) Member-based pie charts are introduced in the HVGR method to allow group members to understand their individual influences by mapping members into slices. Members will know whether they are directly connected to a specific node and will understand the relative relationships with other members on that node. 3) HVGR provides a high level of abstraction in recommender procedures, making it easy to extend and adapt the model to other group recommender methods. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews visualization methods to RS. We provide a detailed description of our HVGR method in Section III. Implementation and experiment are described in Section IV. The conclusion and future work are presented in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK GRS aim to generate recommendations which are preferred by a group of users rather than an individual user. Group decision making (GDM) has been developed for many years to find the most acceptable decision. Many techniques are used in GDM including fuzzy GDM [15] and multicriteria GDM [16] . Many applications such as emergency risk management [17] use GDM to help users in making decisions. However, there are two main differences between GDM and GRS. Ratings or other types of feedback are provided in most GDM and GRS to specify individual opinions and they are aggregated into consensus suggestions, but in GDM they are often dense, whereas they are sparse in GRS, which means that different aggregation methods are needed in GRS. Another important difference is that after aggregation, GDM obtains the recommended solution, but GRS only obtains an aggregated group profile, and heuristic methods are used to generate recommendations.
Many methods have been used in GRSs, the most important two types of methods are group preference modeling methods and prediction calculating methods. Group preference modeling methods are used to generate a pseudouser to represent the overall preference, such as average and least misery-based aggregating methods. Collaborative filtering is the most popular method in GRSs to compute the unknown group ratings. Lu et al. [18] presented a review of many GRSs and described them in terms of their domains: 1) book, document, and webpage; 2) movie and music; 3) tourism; and 4) TV program. Despite their success in real applications, group recommender methods suffer a number of problems. One of the most significant-the inadequacy of explanationsmeans they lack persuasion. Design and employ visualization techniques, hybrid with RSs, can effectively address this issue. Many visualization techniques have been used to provide an instinctive understanding of the system and reveal deep-level relationships in data. Systems that show results as graphs are known to engender more trust, and therefore more loyalty, from its owners and users.
Even simple graphs such as line charts and bar charts can improve user understanding. A user profile is often presented using visual components. Musical avatar is proposed in [11] for users to represent their musical preferences by mapping their preferred musical terms into different parts of the body to create their unique avatar. Middleton et al. [19] proposed Foxtrot-a system that recommends online academic research papers. They used a profile visualization approach to allow users to interact with system and build the profile in line form with varying time. The profile is represented in ontological terms understandable to the users, when the profile is used to search most related articles. In [20] , a bar chart was used to demonstrate the weight of the item and give context to its sources, such as Facebook and Twitter. Although these peerto-peer comparison methods illustrate a number of aspects of these systems, they do not adequately represent complex relationships between multitype peers.
Many graph-based visualizations are therefore introduced in RSs, especially for neighbor-based RSs. Most neighbor-based recommender methods use known feedback of users to predict unknown preferences. From the information point of view, preference information is inherited and modeled from known historical information. In graph-based methods, an inherited relationship can be easily represented using a directed edge between two nodes, and this makes them suitable and widely employed in RSs. A graph G can be represented as = (N, E) , where N represents a set of nodes and E represents a set of edges. The edges connect two nodes in N, and are directed from one node to another, if and only if, there is an inherited relationship between two nodes. Hierarchy graphs are therefore well-suited to RSs because the items naturally inherit on users' preferences.
There are many different layouts for representing a graph. The traditional node-link layout is the simplest [21] , [22] . It computes positions of each node and draws every edge as a curve. More examples are given in [23] . Layouts created by tree algorithms and spring algorithms fall within this node-link category. The classic tree is straightforward and provides clear 2-D representations; it was first proposed in [24] and has become one of the base methods for describing data with inherited relationships. A novel explanation technique, based on trees, was presented by Hernando et al. [25] . Items are represented as leaves, and the edges between them provide reliable recommendation information. Many tree variations to the classic layout [26] - [28] , have been proposed to improve space efficiency and generate compact graphs. Gotz and Wen [29] used a variation on the tree layout, named fanlens, along with many other basic layouts, such as bar, line and scatter charts, to find interaction patterns and adaptively switch the layout of displaying result for users. However, tree layouts are not appropriate in some circumstances because the cyclic graphs are needed to represent relationships. For example, the recommendations for an active user in neighbor-based systems are determined by aggregating the opinions of similar neighbors. In this case, if an item is recommended because it is preferred by two neighbors, then edges between nodes representing the active user, two neighbors and the recommendation form a circle.
The spring layout, first proposed in [30] , is well-known as force-directed graph and is also well studied graph layout because of its simplicity. Spring layouts are based on a cost function that models graph edges as "springs" with forces between nodes that pull two nodes together or push them further apart. The graph iteratively changes until it becomes stable. A simple example of a spring layout is a social network graph that moves two nodes closer, or further apart, depending on the closeness of their relationship. The final graph is generated after several iterations to adjust relative positions of each node. Heckerman et al. [31] used a network to show predictive relationships. The data are represented as nodes in the network and all the nodes have one or more dependency links to the other nodes that describe the degree of correlation between them. When the degree is less than a userdefined threshold, the link is not displayed in the network. A CF-based RS [32] used a network to show the relationships between recommendations, the active user, neighbors, and recommendations. Some improvements to spring layout focus on different cost function as outlined in [33] and [34] . Even the spring layouts can handle the cyclic relationships, they are over concerning the cost function and thereby generate a low readable graph. For example, a spring layout graph representing members, neighbors and items as nodes, tends to mix and scatter all the nodes and make it difficult for specific member to find those directly related recommendation nodes (RNs) at once. Therefore, the spring layout can explain relationships between nodes but lack organizing in RS.
Map-based visualization techniques are used in many geographic location systems, but this constraint narrows the range of applications. In [35] , users can gain a clear image illustrating data of selection for TV shows and music based on canonical maps. In [12] , mobile tourism RSs with visualization are introduced. The locations, tours and recommendation lists are visualized to help users gain an intuitive understanding of the system. However, when the geo-information is missing, map-based methods are not feasible. When the visualizations in RSs only focus on one kind of relationship, such as social relationships or recommender dependencies, simple spring layouts are sufficient. However, they can only provide limited information because multiple entities and complicated relationships are involved, making it more difficult to understand the overall recommender process. Hierarchy graphs take components organization one step further that each node and each edge has an indicator to specify a type. For example, in Fig. 1 (a), a spring layout graph of a movie would show the directors, producers and actors as three types of roles. The movie inherits its script from the producer, its visualization from the director, and its performance from the actors. Fig. 1(b) shows the hierarchy graph using different node levels and line types to represent node and edge types. In [36] , a hierarchy graph is used to visualize an individual RS for recommending articles. However, the authors only organize and represent the recommendations, i.e., the articles, using a hierarchy tree graph. The information is insufficient for members who need to know more about the process. A multilevel network is used in [37] to show individual RSs. Profiles, common friends and recommendations are presented as nodes and are allocated to different levels and depicted using different colors. Unfortunately, nodes in same level are unordered and lack readability. Furthermore, using both color and level to represent the type of node is redundant.
III. HVGR METHOD
In this section, we describe the HVGR method and related recommender algorithms. We first introduce the system structure of the method, then the components in detail.
A. System Structure
The pseudouser-based group recommendation problem is defined as follows.
Definition 1: Let U be all the users of the system U = {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u |U| } and I be all the items I = {i 1 
. . , i * |I G | } be all the items that have been rated by group members, where i * n ∈ I, n = 1 · · · |I G |. Let g be the pseudouser and the profile P g represents the overall group preference. P g is defined as a rating vector and every dimension of it is r g,i , where i ∈ {i * 1 , i * 2 , . . . , i * |I G | } which is obtained by a specific pseudouser modeling procedure procedure(U, G, I). Neighbors N ∈ {n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n k } are identified by a procedure procedure(U, P g ) where some similarity measures are used to retrieve similar users to generate recommendation candidates according to the pseudouser profile. Lastly, the unknown group ratings r g,i , i / ∈ I G are predictions from a recommendation prediction procedure, r g,i = procedure (P g , i, N) . The group recommendations are generated by choosing the top-N items with the highest predictions.
It can be seen from this definition that, to obtain the final recommendations from known users' information, four types of entities are involved in the pseudouser-based recommender method: 1) group member; 2) pseudouser profile; 3) neighbor; and 4) recommendation. All the entities are represented as nodes and rearranged at four different levels in our HVGR method. The four types of nodes are listed below.
1) Level 1 Nodes: The group member nodes (MNs). Every node corresponds to a group member. 2) Level 2 Nodes: The pseudouser profile nodes (PNs).
The pseudouser profile is presented as a rating vector over the items that have been rated by the members and every node in this level corresponds to an item in the profile. 3) Level 3 Nodes: The neighbor user nodes (NNs). Every node corresponds to a neighbor which is determined by the similarities calculated with the PCC method. 4) Level 4 Nodes: The RNs. Every node in this level corresponds to a recommendation. There are three procedures, shown in the definition, for calculating recommendations in pseudouser-based methods: 1) pseudouser modeling; 2) neighbor identification; and 3) recommendation prediction. The pseudouser modeling procedure takes group member entities as the input and pseudouser profiles as the output. The profile is represented as a rating vector on group items (i.e., items that have been rated by members). Pseudouser modeling procedure often defines a specific aggregation method and all the ratings specified on each group item are aggregated accordingly. The pseudouser profile then becomes the input of the neighbor identification procedure. The neighbor identification procedure identifies neighbors that have similar preference patterns to the pseudouser, using a similarity calculation method-typically cosine or Pearson's correlation. The last procedure predicts unknown item rankings and generates the recommendations with the highest rankings according to neighbor preferences. The edges that link two nodes at different levels demonstrate the three main procedures.
1) MN-PN Edges:
The edges represent pseudouser modeling.
2) PN-NN Edges:
The edges represent neighbor identification.
3) NN-RN Edges:
The edges represent recommendation prediction. With this design, users are given a clear overview of the whole system. In Fig. 2 , an overview of the method is given to illustrate the flowchart of the recommendation, including three procedures and four types of entities with corresponding visual components. Our HVGR method employs a contribution score-based group recommender method (CS-GR) [38] to calculate recommendations. Components based on the CS-GR method are described in the following section. It is important to point out that HVGR not only visualizes the CS-GR method but it can also support other group recommender methods, as discussed in Section IV.
B. Components 1) Level 1-MNs:
In the CS-GR method each member has an important attribute, its contribution, which is a numeric measurement of the representative of group members. The CS-GR method aims to develop a recommendation method that maximizes group satisfaction for users by modeling group preferences through the analysis of member ratings. The method employs separable non-negative matrix factorization to calculate contributions in terms of a sub-rating matrix.
We use all the item-pair subspaces as our sub-rating matrix to measure the contribution. Let S be the set of all the subspaces, S j ∈ S, j ∈ [1..|S|] and the contribution of member g m in subspace S j is c S j
where j1 and j2 are two items which form the S j . The overall contribution of member g m is sum of all subspaces according to (2) as follows:
Every member in G is visualized as an MN and then the MN set is [MN g 1 , MN g 2 , . . . , MN g |G| ]. How the MNs are constructed mainly depends on two factors: 1) the member identifier m and 2) its corresponding contribution c g m . The member identifier helps members distinguish themselves from the others, and, in our system, the identifiers are shown using different colors. The contributions are shown using different 
However, the MN level may contain numerous MNs and these unorganized nodes make members are difficult to obtain relative relation between themselves and the others, therefore they are sorted by level of contribution for clarity of presentation. The nodes are sorted in each subsequent level, based on similar quantitative information, and these details are given in the corresponding explanation of each component.
Example 1: A two member group is presented in Table I . The contribution and MNs calculation are presented. In this and following examples, the maximum radius of nodes R is set to 10 and the maximum width of edges W is set to 5.
The contributions of two members are computed according to (1) and (2) 
After normalizing, the MCS are
The maximum MCS is c max = MCS user2 . There are two MNs to represent two members and according to (3), the two radiuses are ⎧ ⎨ ⎩ R MN user1 = 10 × 2/5 3/5 = 6.67
2) MN-PN Edges:
Once a member's contribution has been calculated, the member's group rating can be calculated. Let g m be the member and c g m be corresponding contribution, for a specific group item i * n , r g m ,i * n is the rating for g m of i * n . Since the group rating is a weighted sum of all the members that have rated that item, the part of group rating related to g m is c g m r g m ,i * n . Given a member may not rate all the items in the group, an MN-PN edge is drawn when, and only when, a member g m has rated item i (4) . The width of the edge indicates degree of preference, giving the user insight into pseudouser profile
Example 2: The pseudouser profile calculation using data in Example 1 is shown in Table II .
The maximum r max is c user1 r user1,item1 , then the widths of all MN-PN edges are shown in Table III. 3) Level 2-PNs: The group rating is calculated with a weighted sum and the equation is shown as follows:
Next the pseudouser g is modeled by constructing a rating vector pseudouser profile P g which assume can represent the preferences of the whole group.
Every element in P g is visualized as a PN, and the PN set becomes [PN 1 , PN 2 , . . . , PN |I G | ]. The PN node's construction mainly depends on two factors: the group rating and individual influence within it. A group rating represents the overall preference for an item and is visualized using the radius of the node. Instead draw a node using a solid color, a pie chart is displayed in the node to illustrate the individual influences.
The radius of a PN is determined by a mapping equation (6) considering all the group ratings. Let r max = max(r g,i * n ), n = 1 · · · |I G | and the maximum radius is R, the radius of PN n is
Example 3: The pseudouser profile is calculated according to (5) using data in Example 1 
All the PNs, once calculated, are sorted and arranged according to their group ratings. This helps members understand relative relationships within the pseudouser profile.
The individual influences from different members are illustrated by slices in a pie chart and the ratio of each slice is calculated according to the following equation: 
Example 4: The ratios of PNs are shown in Table IV is zero because there are no historical ratings.
4) PN-NN Edges:
Based on the pseudouser profile, P g , the similarities between the pseudouser and nonmember group users can be calculated. The Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC), widely used in a number of RSs, has been used for the similarity computation. Let u be a nongroup user. Let I u be the item set that has been rated by u. The PCC similarity between pseudouser g and u is computed based on their common ratings as follows:
where I G ∩ I u is the set of common items, r g is the average rating of g, and r u is the average rating of u. It is important to note that for a given i * n and P g , the relationship between g and u on item i * n can be measured by 
It is easy to see that every PN-NN edge represents a historical rating of nongroup user on items of pseudouser profile. Let r max = max(Sim u) ), where u is a nonmember user and the maximum width is W, for specific pseudouser profile item i * n and neighbor u, the width of PN-NN edge is (g, u) , n ∈ [1, 4] , between the pseudouser and new users are shown in Table VI .
The PN-NN edge widths are shown in Table VII .
5) Level 3-NNs:
After all the similarities of nonmember users are determined, a collection of neighbors are selected, either according to a predefined number or a similarity threshold, to calculate the predictions. The selected neighbors set is noted as N, where N = {n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n |N| }. This means that only the PN-NN edges that target the selected neighbors need to be drawn. Every element in N is shown as an NN and where the NN set is [NN 1 , NN 2 , . . . , NN |N| ]. The radius of an NN is determined by a mapping function from similarities. Let sim max = max(sim(g, n k )), k = 1 · · · |N| be the similarities between the pseudouser and its neighbors with a maximum radius of R. The radius of NN k is
Example 6: According to (8) , the similarities are sim(g, user3) = 0.86 and sim(g, user4) = 0.71. The radiuses of the two NNs are then
All the NNs are rearranged according to their similarity value, which provides a clear representation of the neighborhood. For a given neighbor u, the influence of a specific pseudouser profile item i * n is calculated, using (12), by normalizing 
.
Combining the influence of a specific member to i * n , gives the influence of a specific member to a neighbor. A pie chart demonstrates how much a member has influenced a specific neighbor
Example 7: Ratios of NNs are calculated according to (13) and shown in Table VIII .
6) NN-RN Edges:
Unknown group ratings can be predicted after the neighbors are selected. This paper adopts user-based collaborative filtering, calculated by the weighted sum of deviations from the average rating of its neighbors. Let r g,i be the unknown group rating for item i, and i / ∈ I G , and r g,i can be computed as r g,i = r g + u∈N r u,i − r u × Sim(g, u) u∈N |Sim(g, u)| (14) where r g denotes the average rating of pseudouser g. Clearly, r g is a constant for given group, thus the predictions are mainly determined bỹ
Therefore, for given neighbor u and item i, the NN-RN edge is constructed by the mapping (15) . Let r max = max( r g,i ) for specific neighbor u and the maximum width is W, the width of NN-RN edge is
Example 8: Ther g,i for item 5 and item 5 according to (15) is shown in Table IX .
The NN-RN edge widths are shown in Table X .
7) Level 4-RNs:
Usually, the top-N items with highest predictions are selected as the final recommendations using (14) . From the perspective of recommendations, only NN-RN edges those target to final results need to be visualized. The recommendation set is denoted as R, where R = (r g,i ) , i = 1 · · · |R| and the maximum radius is R, the radius of RN k is
Example 9: The predictions of item 5 and item 5 are shown below when the average pseudouser rating is 2.35
The radiuses of the two RNs are
Because the unknown group rating is derived by aggregating predictions from all the neighbors, the influence of specific neighbor u for given recommendation i can be measured by (r u,i −r u )×sim g,u . Thus, the individual influence from different neighbors for specific r g,i is calculated by (17)
Combining these ratios with ratio of the member to specific neighbor provides the ratio of the member to specific recommendation A pie chart shows the individual influence of every member in the RN, and becomes a useful tool for members to track the influence they had on each recommendation.
Example 10: Calculations of ratios of RNs according to (18) and (19) are shown in Tables XI and XII.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND DISCUSSION
We demonstrate the usability and interactivity of our proposed hierarchy graph and MC-GR method with an example based on data set MovieLens 100K.
A. Implementation 1) Usability: An overview of the result is shown in Fig. 3 , where nodes representing the entities, i.e., the group members, profile items, neighbors, and recommendations, are allocated to different levels. Compared to traditional methods, our method presents more detail and organized visual information, which will improve group members' confidence in accepting the recommendations.
A group consisting of five randomly selecting members was formed. The overall recommendation procedures are represented using different sized nodes and different width edges. First, the MC-GR method calculated each member's contributions and a pseudouser was modeled from the weighted average of them all. As a result, five nodes of different sizes were rendered in the MN level-their names are displayed to the right side of each node. Focusing on members 1 and 5, for simplicity, their contributions were 0.31 and 0.06, respectively, and therefore the radius of member 1's node is much larger than member 5's. Member 1's node has three edge sources showing that member 1 rated three items, i.e., P1, P2, and P4, but did not rate P3 and P5.
The width of the edges represents the strength of inheriting information. The MN-PN edge represents the weighted ratings. Since member 1's contribution is constant, the three edges show that member 1 gave her highest rating to P1 and her lowest to P4. Given the target group rating is the sum of weighted ratings from all the members, the P1 node which is determined by member 1, becomes the biggest because of member 1's large contribution. P9's radius is the smallest because the member contributions were small. In this way, all members can easily see what items are in pseudouser profile and how the group ratings were derived.
The PN-NN edges represent the ratings specified by neighbors for items in the pseudouser profile. Take P1's sources an example. Both neighbors 1 and 7 rated this item, but the width of the edge to neighbor 1 is little wider than to neighbor 7. This demonstrates that neighbor 1 preferred P1 more than neighbor 7.
Additionally, all the PN-NN edges target a single NN node to represent the overall preference of a neighbor. For example, the final similarity of neighbor 7 was 0.65 when P1's source was 0.44 and P4's source was 0.21. It is important to point out that a neighbor is selected by the PCC similarity measure, which means it could be no direct relationships between a group item and a neighbor. For example, neighbor 14 only has direct connections with P8, which means it was only selected because he preferred P8 and her opinions about the rest of pseudouser profile items are not known.
The NNs, RNs, and NN-RN edges work very similarly to the MNs, PNs, and MN-PN edges. The only difference is that the numerical measure for members is their contribution and for neighbor it is their similarity. Because our HVGR method employs user-based collaborative filtering to generate unknown ratings, the recommendations have direct relationships with at least one neighbor. The width NN-RN edge represents the degree of preference for recommendations for neighbors and is numerically equal to the product of the similarity of a neighbor and the specified ratings in recommendations. For example, R1 is recommended because the top four neighbors rated it, and the most similar neighbor preferred it the most, providing members with understanding for why these recommendations were generated and why some ratings are higher.
Individual connections are given as pie charts at every level from the MNs to the RNs. This enables members to immediately understand the relative relationships with others and it is easy for members to track their individual influence throughout the recommendation process. For example, tracking member 1 through P2, then neighbor 2 and lastly to R4 shows member 1's individual influence along this path. At P2, she can see her dominance in the group rating, because member 3's percentage is so much smaller. In the NN for neighbor 2, she sees her percentage, or influence, has decreased but member 3's percentage has increased because neighbor 2 prefers P3, which is dominated by member 3. Lastly, at R4, her influence has continued to decrease because many other neighbors have influenced the prediction. We do not list all the details of profiles of participants shown in the case for each of them in the data set has specified scores of ratings.
2) Interactivity: In real circumstances, situations are much more complicated than those described in the previous example. There may be numerous visual components because the group could be larger and entity relationships could be sparse. However, the space used to display the visual result is limited and this will definitely lower the readability for users, making it difficult for them to focus on the content they are interested in.
The interactivities, zoom and pan, are provided to guarantee the usability of the method when the data is scaled. Zoom and pan techniques allow users to explore the data in detail. The interest domain of a large graph can be focused on, and neighboring domains can be easily viewed. This guarantee increases the efficiency of screen usage and guarantees the scalability of our method. Fig. 4 gives a demonstration of focusing on the right-top part of the graph using zoom.
3) Adaptability: Furthermore, the fundamental difference among group modeling methods is that the group rating is determined by which member(s). A group rating of an item is calculated by combining all the individual ratings of members specified on it. Many group modeling methods are proposed and generate different combinations. For example, when group ratings for group profile are modeled using average-method, which means a group rating of an item is calculated by the mean of all the ratings specified on that item. Therefore, pie charts at every PN, the fractions of all the members are same. For the same group presented in Section IV-A, at P2 node, the fractions of members 1 and 3 will be 50% and 50%; at P5 node, the fractions of members 2, 3, and 5 are all 33.3%. The method is easily adaptable to graph other group modeling methods, like plurality voting, least misery, average, etc. The modeling procedure is abstracted using MNs, PNs, and MN-PN edges. The method only needs to adjust radius of PNs and widths of MN-PN edges to adapt to other modeling methods.
Therefore, when abstract method-independent components, i.e., MNs, group rating nodes and edges between them, from these trivial calculation details, our method can easily adapt to other modeling methods by simply adjusting the edges. This method can also be applied to visualize individual RSs, by simply using a 'single member' group.
4) Extensibility:
The method could also provide solid explanations in collaborative filtering-based recommendation systems, because an individual recommender process can be seen as a "special" group recommender process using group that only contains one member.
Visualization would need to be modified in first two levels to support individual visualization. The first level would contain a single root of only one node, representing the active user. The radius of the circle would represent their average rating and illustrate their rating pattern. For example, a user's trend for giving higher or lower ratings can be easily identified in this way.
The pseudouser profile becomes active user profile, and this profile can still be visualized in PN level. Each node of PN would represent an item has rated by the active user and can be filled with different color, which is similar of members nodes in group visualization. The pie chart in NN and RN level could represent the influence of every group item within a specific recommendation.
B. Evaluation
To evaluate the effectiveness and assess user satisfaction of the HVGR method, a questionnaire was designed as described in Table XIII . Some criteria are applied to evaluate the performance when the system has been build and allow users to feedback after comparing the results with/without a visualization method. For example, an online shopping system can check if the user will click more and buy more products to test a visualization method. However, our experiments are designed and executed on a public data set, not an online system, therefore we use questionnaire to evaluate our proposal. Totally 30 participants from business intelligence, e-commence, computer science, and other areas, were involved to specify a score for the seven statements listed in the table.
The assessment results are summarized in Fig. 5 . The results show that users felt that the proposed recommendation method provides an instinctive explanation of a recommending process; they therefore can understand why a particular item is recommended and very likely accept it. For four types of entities in recommender process, comparing to the members information, neighbor users and recommendations, it is the most difficult to understand the group commonality, i.e., group preference, and the relative relationships between entities can be easily obtained. The HVGR method is easy to access for users. From questions 2-6, the feedback shows that the key information and process is intuitively presented. Therefore, users can trust the recommendation more than before for the trust comes from the information presenting and understandability of the black box process. In general, by the survey, the proposed HVGR method can improve transparency of recommendation process, increase user trust and confidence to the recommended items and the system, and enhance effectiveness of GRSs.
We have also compared our methods with exiting methods in both individual RSs and GRSs. Table XIV shows the differences between our HVGR method and other methods using RSs. The member and profile modeling columns are unique to GRSs while the other features are common to individual RSs and GRSs. 
V. CONCLUSION
GRSs are hardly to be trusted for lack of information presentation for individual members and procedure explanation since most related works to date focus on traditional RSs. In this paper, we have presented and discussed a novel HVGR to provide well-presented information and explanation. Three results are highlighted when GRSs are combined in the HVGR method. First, to the best of our knowledge, no literature offers either studies or systems that allow users to explore the group recommender process. Our HVGR method organizes and presents information using multilevel nodes and edges, and explains the recommender procedures, which makes a significant contribution to the GRSs area. Second, group members can also gain an understanding of their individual influence and relative relationships with other members by mapping members by the pie chart for every node. Lastly, HVGR provides a high level of abstraction of recommender procedures and shows high expansibility by simply changing the size of the MNs and edges between the MNs and pseudouser PNs. This method is implemented in an e-learning RS [1] , which will be reported in another paper.
Our future work will provide greater interactivity, including highlighting all related nodes when a specific node is selected, and supporting deep digging of data. Another future work is to add a new function in GRS which allow users to give feedbacks on every step of process, and the systems can real time response to them. 
